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The autoregulatory loop:
A common mechanism of regulation of key sex determining genes in insects
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The following corrections are to be made in the printed version of the above article:
1. Page 287, section 3.1, line 48 from top: add Hediger et al. 2010:
“In females, forced splicing of tra is maintained throughout the life cycle by virtue of the autoregulatory loop (Jablonka and
Lamb 1995; Gabrieli et al. 2010; Pane et al. 2002; Morrow et al. 2014)" should be read as "In females, forced splicing of tra is
maintained throughout the life cycle by virtue of the autoregulatory loop (Jablonka and Lamb 1995; Gabrieli et al. 2010;
Hediger et al. 2010; Pane et al. 2002; Morrow et al. 2014)”.
2. Page 289, section 4, line 3 from top: ‘suggests’ to be read as ‘demonstrates’:
“The presence of TRA binding sites on pre-mRNA of Sxl suggests that TRA stimulates the SXL positive autoregulatory
feedback loop” should read as “The presence of TRA binding sites on pre-mRNA of Sxl demonstrates that TRA stimulates the
SXL positive autoregulatory feedback loop.”
3. Page 289, section 4, line 6 from top: (Horabin 2005) to be read as (Siera and Cline 2008):
“This event is carried over to the other neighbouring germ cells non-autonomously by cell-to-cell interactions (Horabin
2005)” should read as “This event is carried over to the other neighbouring germ cells non-autonomously by cell-to-cell
interactions (Siera and Cline 2008).”
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